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Abstract. This paper proposes a cooperative approach for composite
ontology mapping. We first present an extended classification of auto-
mated ontology matching and propose an automatic composite solution
for the matching problem based on cooperation. In our proposal, agents
apply individual mapping algorithms and cooperate in order to change
their individual results. We assume that the approaches are complemen-
tary to each other and their combination produces better results than the
individual ones. Next, we compare our model with three state of the art
matching systems. The results are promising specially for what concerns
precision and recall. Finally, we propose an argumentation formalism as
an extension of our initial model. We compare our argumentation model
with the matching systems, showing improvements on the results.
1 Introduction
Ontology mapping is the process of linking corresponding terms from different
ontologies. The mapping result can be used for ontology merging, agent commu-
nication, query answering, or for navigation on the Semantic Web.
Different approaches to the matching problem have been proposed in the liter-
ature, see for example [28][30] and [31] for a taxonomy of the past approaches. We
consider that to achieve high matching accuracy for a large variety of schemas,
a single technique is unlikely to be successful [7].
We consider that different agents working on the basis of particular ap-
proaches arrive to distinct matching results that must be shared, compared,
chosen and agreed. In order to deal with this problem, we present a compos-
ite mapping approach based on cooperative agents, which negotiate on a final
matching result. We compare our model with three state of the art schema-based
matching systems, namely Cupid[19], COMA[7], and S-Match[14]. The results
are promising specially for what concerns precision and recall.
To deal with some mapping conflicts, which are not resolved by our negotia-
tion model, we propose an argument formalism for composite ontology mapping.
We extend a state of art argumentation framework, namely the Value-based Ar-
gumentation Framework (VAF)[3], in order to represent arguments with confi-
dence degrees. The VAF allows to determine which arguments are acceptable,
with respect to the different audiences represented by different agents. We then
associate to each argument a confidence degree, representing the confidence that
a specific agent has in that argument.
In our novel proposal, cooperative agents apply individual mapping algo-
rithms and cooperate in order to change theirs local results (arguments). Next,
based on their preferences and confidence of the arguments, the agents compute
their preferred mapping sets. The arguments in such preferred mapping sets
are viewed as the set of globally acceptable arguments. This is a more formal
presentation for composite mapping. We also compare our argumentation model
with the Cupid, COMA, and S-Match systems. The results are better than when
using our negotiation model.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section briefly reviews the state
of the art in ontology mapping. Section 3 comments on cooperative negotiation.
Section 4 presents our negotiation model. Section 5 presents the results using
the negotiation model. Section 6 presents the argumentation formalism and sec-
tion 7 presents our argumentation model. Section 8 compares the results of the
argumentation model and previous approaches. In section 9, related work are
commented. Finally, section 10 presents the final remarks and the future work.
2 Ontology Mapping Approaches
The previous work of [28], [30] and [31] present a broad overview of the vari-
ous approaches on automated ontology matching, classifying the mapping ap-
proaches in terms of input and techniques utilized in the mapping process. We
propose a revision of the classification of mapping approaches presented in pre-
vious work, and we complement their proposals, including new elements in these
classification. We point out that [20] presents other style of ontology mapping
classification that is based on frameworks, methods and tools, translators, me-
diators, etc. We are not including these aspects in the classification presented
here.
[28] distinguishes between individual and combining matchers. Individual
matchers comprise schema-based and instance-based, element and structure lev-
els, linguistic and constrained-based matching techniques. Combining matchers
comprise hybrid and composite matchers.
Based on this previous taxonomy, [30] distinguishes between heuristic and for-
mal techniques at schema-level; and implicit and explicit techniques at element-
and structure-level. [31] introduces new criterias which are based on (i) general
properties of matching techniques, i.e., approximate and exact techniques; (ii)
interpretation of input information, i.e., syntactic, external, and semantic tech-
niques at element and structure levels; and (iii) the kind of input information,
i.e., terminological, structural, and semantic techniques.
Moreover, [13] distinguishes between weak semantics and strong semantics
element-level techniques. Weak semantics techniques are syntax-driven tech-
niques (e.g., techniques which consider labels as strings, or analyze data types,
or soundex of schema elements) while strong semantics techniques exploit, at
the element level, the semantics of labels (e.g., based on the use of thesaurus).
We present a revised classification in Figure 1 (our modifications are in bold
font). As in [28], we distinguish between individual and combining matchers.
However, we divided the individual matchers on data level, ontology level, or
context level, but we kept the combining matcher divided on hybrid or composite.
At the data level, data instances are used as input to the matching process.
At the ontology level, the terms of the ontology structure and the hierarchy are
taking into account. Then, as [28], we distinguish between element-level matcher
and structure level matcher. Finally, the ontology’s application context can be
used, i.e, how the ontology entities are used in some external context. This
is specially interesting, for instance, to identify WordNet sense that must be
considered to specific terms.
Fig. 1. Our classification of matching approaches.
At the element-level we consider, according to [31], semantic and external
matchers. However, we replaced the syntactic by lexical and added a constraint-
based matchers. We assume that the term “syntactic” refers to morpho-syntactic
categories of words (i.e., implicating some word annotation). We consider that
the term “lexical” is more appropriated to refer to the category of approaches
based on string similarity.
The lexical approaches use metrics to compare string similarity. One well-
known measure is the Levenshtein distance or edit distance [23], which is given
by the minimum number of operations (insertion, deletion, or substitution of a
single character) needed to transform one string into another. Based on Leven-
shtein measure, [25] proposes a lexical similarity measure for strings, the String
Matching (SM), that considers the number of changes that must be made to
change one string into the other and weighs the number of these changes against
the length of the shortest string of these two. Other common metrics are: the
Smith-Waterman[34], which additionally uses an alphabet mapping to costs; and
the [11] which searches for the largest common substring.
Semantic matchers consider semantic relations between concepts to measure
the similarity between them, usually on the basis of one thesaurus or similar
semantic oriented linguistic resources. The well-known WordNet1 database, a
large repository of English items, has been used to provide these relations. This
kind of mapping is complementary to the pure string similarity metrics. Cases
where string metrics fail to identify high similarity between strings that represent
completely different concepts are common. For example, for the words “score”
and “store” the Levenshtein metric returns 0.68, which is a high metric if we
consider that the they represent very different concepts. On the other hand terms
like “student” and “learner” are semantically similar although they are lexically
distant from each other.
Constraint-based matchers are based on data types, value ranges, uniqueness,
cardinalities, and other information constraints in the matching process. For
example, the similarity between two terms can be based on the equivalence of
data types and domains, of key characteristics (e.g., unique, primary, foreign),
or relationship cardinality (e.g., 1:1 relationships) [28].
Finally, at the element-level, we consider that external matchers consider
some type of external information, such as user input or previous matching
results.
Structural matchers use the ontology structure as input to the matching
process (i.e., the positions of the terms in the ontology hierarchy are considered).
Several approaches using this intuition have been proposed: super(sub)-concept
rules consider that if super or sub concepts are the same, the actual concepts are
similar to each other ( [5][10]); bounded path matching takes two paths with links
between classes defined by the hierarchical relations, compare terms and their
positions along these paths, and identify similar terms (see, for instance, Anchor-
prompt algorithm [27][16]); leaves-rules, where two non-leaf schema elements are
structurally similar if their leaf sets are highly similar, even if their immediate
children are not, see, for example[19].
We also consider, as [28], hybrid and composite matchers, at combining
matcher level. Hybrid matchers use multiple matching criteria (e.g., name and
type equality) within an integrated matcher; and composite matchers (which can
use a manual or automatic process) combine multiple match results produced
by different match algorithms. Our approach is an automatic composite matcher
1 http://www.wordnet.princeton.edu
and then we add a cooperative approach at automatic level, which can be based
on negotiation or argumentation. We point out that an automatic mapping ap-
proach can be also based on machine learning techniques, as presented by [8],
which combines multiple matchers using a learning approach.
Due to the complexity of the problem using only one approach is usually not
satisfactory. These approaches are complementary to each other. Combining dif-
ferent approaches must reflect a better solution when compared to the solutions
of individual approaches. Our first proposal is to use a cooperative negotiation
model, where agents apply individual mapping algorithms and negotiate on a
final mapping result.
3 Cooperative Negotiation
Negotiation is a process by which two or more parties make a joint decision
[38]. It is a key form of interaction that enables groups of agents to arrive at
mutual agreement regarding beliefs, goals or plans [2]. Hence the basic idea
behind negotiation is reaching a consensus [15].
Negotiation usually proceeds in a series of rounds, with every agent making
a proposal at each round [37]. The process can be described as follow, based on
[22]. One agent generates a proposal and other agents review it. If some other
agent does not like the proposal, it rejects the proposal and might generate a
counter-proposal. If so, the other agents (including the agent that generated the
first proposal) review the counter-proposal and the process is repeated. It is
assumed that a proposal becomes a solution when it is accepted by all agents.
Cooperative negotiation is a particular kind of negotiation where agents coop-
erate and collaborate to obtain a common objective. In cooperative negotiation,
each agent has a partial view of the problem and the results are put together via
negotiation trying to solve the conflicts posed by having only partial views [12].
This kind of negotiation has been currently adopted in resource and task al-
location fields [4][26][38]. In these approaches, the agents try to reach the maxi-
mum global utility that takes into account the worth of all their activities. In our
approach the cooperative negotiation is a form of interaction that enables the
agents to arrive to mutual agreement regarding the result of different ontology
mapping approaches.
4 Cooperative Negotiation Model for Composite
Ontology Mapping
In our model, the agents use lexical, semantic and structural approaches to map
terms of two different ontologies. The distinct mapping results are shared, com-
pared, chosen and agreed, and a final mapping result is obtained. This approach
aims to overcome the drawbacks of the using individual ontology mapping ap-
proaches. First, we present the organization of the agent society and next we
detail the negotiation process.
4.1 Organization of the agent society
We describe our model according to an agent society (Figure 2), using the
Moise+ model [18]. This model proposes three dimensions for the organization
of agent societies: structural, functional and deontic. The structural dimension
defines what agents could do in their environment (theirs roles). The functional
dimension defines how agents execute their goals. The deontic dimension defines
the permissions and obligations of a role in a goal. This paper focuses on the
first dimension.
Fig. 2. Organizational model.
According to [18] and [17], structural specification has three main concepts,
roles, role relations and groups that are used to build, respectively, the individual,
social and collective structural levels of an organization. The individual level is
composed by the roles of the organization. A role means a set of constraints
that an agent ought to follow when it accepts to play that role in a group. The
following roles are identified in the proposed organization:
– Mediator: this role is responsible for mediating the negotiation process, send-
ing and receiving messages to and from the mapping agents.
– Matcher: this role is responsible for giving an output between two ontology
mappings (i.e., encapsulates the mapping algorithms). One matcher could as-
sume the lexical, semantic or structural role. On the lexical role, the matcher
makes the mapping using algorithms based on string similarity. On the se-
mantic role, the agent search by corresponding terms in a semantic oriented
linguistic database. On the structural role, the agent is based on the intuition
that if super-classes are the same, the compared classes are similar to each
other. If sub-classes are the same, the compared classes are also similar.
In the social level are defined the kinds of relations among roles that directly
constrain the agents. Some of the possible relations are:
– Acquaintance (acq): agents playing a source role are allowed to have a rep-
resentation of the agents playing the destination role. In Figure 2, this kind
of relation is present between the source role mediator and the destination
role matcher.
– Communication (com): agents playing a source role are allowed to commu-
nicate with agents that play the destination role. In Figure 2 this kind of
relation is present between the source role mediator and the destination role
matcher (by heritage, lexical, semantic and structural).
– Authority (aut): agents playing a source role has authority upon agent play-
ing destination role. In Figure 2 this kind of relation is present between the
source role semantic and the destination roles lexical and structural.
The collective level specifies the group formation inside the organization. A
group is composed by the roles that the system could assume, the sub-groups
that could be created inside a group, the links (relations) valid for agent and
by the cardinality. A group can have intra-groups links and inter-groups links.
The intra-group links state that an agent playing the link source role in a group
is linked to all agents playing the destination role in the same group or in its
sub-groups. The inter-group links state that an agent playing the source role is
linked to all agents playing the destination role despite the groups these agents
belong to [18]. Links intra-group are represented by a hatched line and links
inter-groups are represented by a continue line. This specification defines only a
group called negotiation and all links are intra-group.
Based on the structural specification of the proposed organization, our society
is composed by one agent that assumes the mediator role and three agents that
assume the matcher role. One of the matcher agents is assuming the lexical role,
one is assuming the semantic role, and one is assuming the structural role.
4.2 Negotiation process
Basically, the negotiation process involves two phases. First, the agents work in
an independent manner, applying a specific mapping approach and generating
a set of negotiation objects. A negotiation object is a 3-tuple O = (t1,t2,C),
where t1 corresponds to a term in the ontology 1, t2 corresponds to a term in the
ontology 2, and C is the mapping category resulting from the mapping for these
two terms. Second, the set of negotiation objects, that compose the mapping
is negotiated among the agents. The negotiation process involves one mediator
and several matcher agents.
In order to facilitate the negotiation process (i.e, reduce the number of nego-
tiation rules), we define four mapping categories according to the output of the
matcher agents. Table 1 shows the categories and the corresponding mapping
results.
Lexical agent The output of the lexical agents is a value from the interval
[0,1], where 1 indicates high similarity between two terms (i.e, the strings are
identical). The Levenshtein metric is used. For example, the words “reference”
and “citation” have a Levenshtein value equals to 0.0. This way, if the output
is 1, a “mapping with certainty” is obtained. If the output is 0, the agent has
a “not mapping with certainty”. A threshold is used to classify the output in
uncertain categories. The threshold value is specified by the user.
Semantic agent The semantic agents consider semantic relations between
terms according to the WordNet database. Relations such as synonym, antonym,
holonym, meronym, hyponym, and hypernym can be returned for a given pair
of terms. For instance, the semantic agent searches the relations between the
terms “reference” and “citation” in the WordNet database and can assume that
these terms are synonymous. Synonymous terms are considered as mapping with
certainty; terms related by holonym, meronym, hyponym, or hypernym are con-
sidered mapping with uncertainty; when the terms can not be related by the
WordNet (the terms are unknown for the WordNet database), the terms are
considered as not mappings with uncertainty.
Structural agent The structural agent uses the super-classes intuition to verify
if the terms can be considered similar. First, it is verified if the super-classes are
lexically similar. Otherwise, the semantic similarity is used. If the super-classes
are lexically or semantically similar, the terms are similar to each other. For
instance, when mapping the terms “reference/thesis” (where “reference” is the
super-class of “thesis”) and “citation/proceeding”, the structural agent indicates
that the terms can be mapped because the super-classes are semantically sim-
ilar. The matching category corresponds the output of the lexical or semantic
comparison (e.g, if super-classes are not lexically similar, but they are considered
synonymous, a “mapping with certainty” is returned).
We point out that semantic and structural mappings are complex problems,
and in this paper we simple adopted state-of-art semantic and structural ap-
proaches. Therefore, we are composing on what is now generally available. We
consider that using richer semantic and structural mappings is relevant, but our
emphasis for this paper is in combining state of art approaches.
Table 1. Mapping categories.
Category Lexical Semantic
Mapping (certainty) 1 synonym
Mapping (uncertainty) 1 > r > t related
Not mapping (uncertainty) 0 < r <= t unknown
Not mapping (certainty) 0
Figure 3 shows an AUML interaction diagram with the messages changed
between the agents during a negotiation round. We use an extension of AUML-2
standard to represent agents’ actions (the actions are placed centered over the
lifeline of the named agent). The interaction diagram refers to negotiation of the
mapping between the classes “personal computer ” and “pc” (Figures 4 and 5)2.
Mediator Lexical Semantic Structural 
askNumberMappings
askNumberMappings
askNumberMappings
numberMappings
numberMappings
numberMappings
askProposal
proposal
proposal
proposal
counterProposal
counterProposal
negotiation
start negotiation
getMaxNumberMappings 
getObjectNotEvaluated 
evaluateProposal 
evaluateProposal 
evaluateCounterProposal 
addObjectConsensus 
Fig. 3. AUML negotiation interaction.
The negotiation process starts with the mediator agent asking to the matcher
agents for its number of “mappings with certainty”. The first matcher agent to
generate a proposal is one that has the greatest number of “mappings with
certainty” (lexical agent, in the specific example).
The proposal contains the first negotiation object that still wasn’t evaluated
by the agent. This proposal is then sent to the mediator agent, which sends
it to other agents (in the specific example, the lexical agent proposes a “not
mapping with certainty” to the mapping between the classes “personal computer
2 Ontologies available in http://dit.unitn.it/ accord/Experimentaldesign.html(Test 4)
Fig. 4. Ontology 1. Fig. 5. Ontology 2.
” and “pc”). Each agent then evaluates the proposal, searching for an equivalent
negotiation object. One negotiation object is equivalent to another when both
refers to same terms which are being compared in the two ontologies.
If an equivalent negotiation object has the same category, the agent accepts
the proposal. Otherwise, if the agent has a different category for the compared
terms in the negotiation object, its object negotiation is sent as a counter-
proposal to the mediator agent, which evaluates the several counter-proposals
received (several agents can send a counter-proposal). In the example, semantic
and structural agents have generated counter-proposals, indicating a “mapping
with certainty” between the compared terms. The semantic agent identifies that
the terms are synonymous in WordNet, and structural agent identifies terms
having the same super-class (electronics).
The mediator selects one counter-proposal that has the greater number of
hits. If two categories receive equals number of hits, the category indicated by
the semantic agent is considered as the negotiation consensus. When a proposal is
accepted by all agents or a counter-proposal consensus is obtained, the mediator
adds the corresponding negotiation object in a consensus negotiation set and
the matcher agents mark its equivalent one as evaluated. The negotiation ends
when all negotiation objects are evaluated.
5 Experiments using the Negotiation Model
We applied our negotiation model to link corresponding class names in two
different ontologies. The results produced by our negotiation model were com-
pared with manual matches3 (expert mappings). The manual matches specified
3 Obtained from http://dit.unitn.it/ accord/Experimentaldesign.html
between the attributes of the ontologies were not considered in this set of exper-
iments.
Previous experiments using our negotiation model were presented in [36].
This current work extends that previous one in many aspects. First, there we
used only lexical and semantic agents in the negotiation process. Second, the
resulting mapping category was obtained by majority, where the semantic agent
had authority over the lexical agents (when two mapping categories received the
equal number of hits, the semantic agent decides the resulting mapping cate-
gory). Third, we used only two other ontologies related to bibliography domain
to evaluate that initial proposal.
The negotiation model was implemented in Java for Windows, version 1.5.0,
and the experiments ran on Pentium(R) 4, UCP 3.20GHz, 512MB. The lexi-
cal agent was implemented using the edit distance measure (Levenshtein mea-
sure). We used the algorithm available in the API for ontology alignment (IN-
RIA)4 (EditDistNameAlignment). The semantic agent uses the JWordNet API5,
which is an interface to the WordNet database. For each WordNet synset, we re-
trieved the synonymous terms and considered the hypernym, hyponym, member-
holonym, member-meronym, part-holonym, and part-meronym as related terms.
The structural agent is based on super-classes similarity.
The threshold used to classify the matcher agents output was 0.6. A pre-
processing step was made, where special (e.g., ) and stop words (e.g., “and”,
“or”, “of”) were removed.
We have used four groups of ontologies: parts of Google and Yahoo web di-
rectories6, product schemas7, course university catalogs8, and company profiles9.
We considered the “mappings with certainty” and the “mappings with uncer-
tainty” as examples of the positive classes. As a mapping quality measure, the
well-know measures of precision, recall, and f–measure were used.
First, we compared the results obtained from our model with the results from
expert mapping (Table 2 – the column “Others” contains mappings identified
as corrects by our model, which where not identified by the experts). We also
indicated the number of terms for each group of ontologies (only class names).
The negotiation consensus identified correctly all mappings defined by the
expert, for all groups – all mappings defined by the expert were returned as
“mappings with certainty” by our model. When considering the other mappings
(“Others”), for the “Google and Yahoo”, 3 “mappings with certainty” and 5
“mappings with uncertainty” have been returned. For instance, a “mapping with
uncertainty” between the terms “/Arts/Visual Arts” (where “Arts” is the super-
class of “Visual Arts”) and “/Arts Humanities/Design Art” has seen identified.
This mapping was not defined by expert, however it could be considered as cor-
4 http://alignapi.gforce.inria.fr
5 http://jwn.sourceforge.net (using WordNet 2.1)
6 http://dit.unitn.it/a˜ccord/Experimentaldesign.html (Test 3)
7 http://dit.unitn.it/a˜ccord/Experimentaldesign.html (Test 4)
8 http://dit.unitn.it/a˜ccord/Experimentaldesign.html (Test 7)
9 http://dit.unitn.it/a˜ccord/Experimentaldesign.html (Test 8)
rect. This kind of “mapping with uncertainty” has been observed in the other
examples. In “Product schemas”, only one new mapping has been returned,
being a “mapping with certainty”, but incorrectly (i.e., “/Electronics/Personal
Computers/Accessories” and “/Electronic/Cameras and Photos/Accessories”).
Finally, for the “Course catalogs”, 3 new mappings were categorized as “map-
pings with uncertainty” (e.g., “/Courses/College of engineering” and “/Courses/
College of Arts and Sciences”).
Table 2. Expert mapping and consensus results.
Consensus
Ontology Expert mapping Correct Others
Google and Yahoo directories (54) 4 4 8
Product schemas (30) 4 4 1
Course catalogs (48) 6 6 3
Company profiles (9) 3 3 0
Second, we compared the output of all agents (Table 3). Using lexical or
structural individual agents was not sufficient to obtain all corrects mappings.
These agents did not classify correctly all positive classes (0.64 and 0.68, re-
spectively, for recall, and 0.67 and 0.71, for f–measure), although having good
precision measures. The consensus resulting from negotiation was better than
the individual results obtained by these agents, having identified correctly all
positive classes (recall equals 1 for all groups of ontologies). The semantic agent
had better performance than lexical and structural agents (recall equals 1 and
f–measure equals 0.78), and it produces similar results when compared with the
negotiation consensus. For ontologies which are lexically and structurally simple
(e.g., “Company profiles”), all agents produce equivalent results.
Table 3. Matcher agents and consensus results.
Consensus Lexical Semantic Structural
Ontology P R F P R F P R F P R F
Google-Yahoo dir. (54) 0.33 1.0 0.49 0.50 0.25 0.33 0.28 1.0 0.43 1.0 0.50 0.66
Product schemas (30) 0.80 1.0 0.88 0.40 0.50 0.44 0.80 1.0 0.88 0.60 0.75 0.66
Course catalogs (48) 0.66 1.0 0.79 1.0 0.83 0.90 0.66 1.0 0.79 0.60 0.50 0.54
Company profiles (9) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Average 0.69 1.0 0.79 0.72 0.64 0.67 0.68 1.0 0.78 0.80 0.68 0.71
The similar results between semantic agent and negotiation consensus oc-
curs because the labels mapped by experts have strong semantic correspon-
dence, identified as “mappings with certainty” by the semantic agent. In these
cases, the structural agent returned “mappings with uncertainty”, while the lex-
ical agent returned “not mappings with certainty” (e.g., the correct mapping
between “/Arts/Arts History” and “/Architecture/History” terms). Then, the
semantic agent decides the final category. However, for the “Google and Yahoo”
ontologies, which have greater number of terms (54) when compared with the
other groups of ontologies, the consensus returned better precision (0.33) than
semantic agent (0.28). As a concluding result, the consensus had better behav-
ior than lexical, semantic and structural individual agents, with f–measure value
equals 0.79 against 0.67, 0.78 and 0.71, respectively.
We also identified cases where conflicts occur, which are not resolved by our
model and the semantic agent is not sufficient to identify them. Considering
the terms “Music/History” and “Architecture/History” (“Google and Yahoo”
ontologies), the semantic and lexical agents returned a “mapping with certainty”,
differently of the structural agent. However, this is not a correct mapping. As
will be commented in section 7, we are working on argument-based negotiation,
in order to solve this kind of conflict. An argument for accepting the mapping
may be that the terms are synonymous and an argument against may be that
some of their super-concepts are not mapped.
Third, we compared our negotiation model with three state of the art match-
ing systems: Cupid[19], COMA[7], and S-Match[14]. The comparative results
among these three systems are available in [14]. We utilized these test results as
criteria to evaluate our proposal, but the details of these tests (implementations,
time of run, processor, etc) are not available. Following, we describe each system.
The Cupid algorithm is based on linguistic and structural approaches. In
a first phase, called linguistic matching, it matches individual schema elements
based on their names, data types, domains, etc. A thesaurus is used to help match
names by identifying short-forms (for instance, Qty for Quantity), acronyms,
and synonyms. The result is a linguistic similarity coefficient, lsim, between
each pair of elements. The second phase is the structural matching of schema
elements based on the similarity of their contexts or vicinities. The structural
match depends in part on linguistic matches calculated in phase one and the
result is a structural similarity coefficient, ssim, for each pair of elements. The
weighted similarity (wsim) is a mean of lsim and ssim: wsim = wstruct × ssim
+ (1−wstruct) × lsim, where the constant wstruct is in the range 0 to 1.
The COMA represents a generic system to combine match results. The match
result is a set of mapping elements specifying the matching schema elements to-
gether with a similarity value between 0 (strong dissimilarity) and 1 (strong
similarity) indicating the plausibility of their correspondence. The matchers
currently supported fall into three classes: simple, hybrid and reuse-oriented
matchers. They exploit different kinds of schema information, such as names,
data types, and structural properties, or auxiliary information, such as synonym
tables and previous match results.
The S-Match algorithm is based on two main steps. First, the meaning of
each concept of the ontologies is captured, using the WordNet database to obtain
the senses of them (element-level). Second, the structural schema properties are
taken into account, where the path to the root is computed (structure-level).
Element level semantic matchers provide the input to the structure level matcher,
which is applied on to produce the set of semantic relations between concepts
as the matching result.
Our proposal uses different techniques for composite mapping approaches
from these previous work.
Our comparative results consider the mappings between attributes of the
ontologies in order to compute the precision and recall measures. Then, we have
added to our ontologies such attributes, which are viewed as specific sub-classes
by our agents. Table 4 shows the comparative results. Considering the attributes
of the ontologies, the number of terms to be compared is 160 (i.e., 10 terms in
the first ontology with 16 terms in the second ontology).
Table 4. Comparative mapping results – matching systems and negotiation model.
Consensus Cupid COMA S-Match
Ontology P R F P R F P R F P R F
Company profiles (160) 1 0.63 0.77 0.50 0.60 0.54 0.80 0.70 0.74 1.0 0.65 0.78
As shown in Table 4, our model returned better precision than Cupid and
COMA, and similar precision when compared to the S-Match, having returned
as “mapping with certainty” only the correct expert mappings (precision equals
to 1). When comparing the F-measure values, our model had similar result than
COMA and S-Match and better result than Cupid.
In order to obtain better results than our negotiation model, we propose ex-
tend the model using the argumentation formalism. In the following sections, we
first introduce the argumentation formalism. Next, we present our novel argu-
mentation model and its evaluation. using it.
6 Argumentation Framework
Our argumentation model is based on the Value-based Argumentation Frame-
works (VAF)[3], a development of the classical argument system of Dung [9].
First, we present the Dung’s framework, upon which a VAF rely. Next, we present
a VAF and our extended framework.
6.1 Classical argumentation framework
Dung [9]defines an argumentation framework as follows.
Definition 2.1.1 An Argumentation Framework is a pair AF = (AR,attacks),
where AR is a set of arguments and attacks is a binary relation on AR, i.e.,
attacks ⊆ AR × AR. An attack(A,B) means that the argument A attacks
the argument B. A set of arguments S attacks an argument B if B is attacked
by an argument in S.
The key question about the framework is whether a given argument A, A
∈ AR, should be accepted. One reasonable view is that an argument should be
accepted only if every attack on it is rebutted by an accepted argument [3]. This
notion produces the following definitions:
Definition 2.1.2 An argument A ∈ AR is acceptable with respect to set argu-
ments S(acceptable(A,S)), if (∀ x)(x ∈ AR) & (attacks(x,A)) −→ (∃ y)(y ∈
S)&attacks(y,x)
Definition 2.1.3 A set S of arguments is conflict-free if ¬(∃ x)(∃ y)((x ∈ S)&(y
∈ S)&attacks(x,y))
Definition 2.1.4 A conflict-free set of arguments S is admissible if (∀x)(x ∈ S)
−→ acceptable(x,S)
Definition 2.1.5 A set of arguments S in an argumentation framework AF
is a preferred extension if it is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)
admissible set of AR.
A preferred extension represent a consistent position within AF, which can
defend itself against all attacks and which cannot be further extended without
introducing a conflict.
The purpose in extending the AF is to allow to distinguish between one
argument attacking another, and that attack succeeding, so that the attacked
argument is defeated.
6.2 Value-based argumentation framework
In Dung’s frameworks, attacks always succeed. However, in many domains, in-
cluding the one under consideration, arguments lack this coercive force: they
provide reasons which may be more or less persuasive [21]. Moreover, their per-
suasiveness may vary according to their audience. The VAF is able to distinguish
attacks from successful attacks, those which defeat the attacked argument. It
allows relate strengths of arguments to their motivations and accommodate dif-
ferent audiences with different interests and preferences.
Definition 2.2.1 A Value-based Argumentation Framework (VAF) is a 5-tuple
VAF = (AR,attacks,V,val,P) where (AR,attacks) is an argumentation frame-
work, V is a nonempty set of values, val is a function which maps from
elements of AR to elements of V and P is a set of possible audiences. For
each A ∈ AF, val(A) ∈ V.
Definition 2.2.2 An audience-specific value based argumentation framework
(AVAF) is a 5-tuple VAFa = (AR, attacks,V,val,Valprefa) where AR, at-
tacks,V and val are as for the VAF, a is an audience and Valprefa is a
preference relation (transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric) Valprefa ⊆ V ×
V, reflecting the value preferences of audience a. Valpref(v1,v2) means v1 is
preferred to v2.
Definition 2.2.3 An argument A ∈ AF defeatsa (or successful attacks) an ar-
gument B ∈ AF for audience a if and only if both attacks(A,B) and not
valpref(val(B), val(A)).
An attack succeeds if both arguments relate to the same value, or if no
preference value between the values has been defined.
Definition 2.2.4 An argumentA ∈ AR is acceptable to audience a (acceptablea)
with respect to set of arguments S, acceptablea(A,S)) if (∀ x) ((x ∈ AR &
defeatsa (x,A)) −→ (∃y)((y ∈ S)& defeatsa(y,x))).
Definition 2.2.5 A set S of arguments is conflict-free for audience a if (∀ x)(∀
y)((x ∈ S & y ∈ S) −→ (¬attacks(x,y) ∨ valpref(val(y),val(x)) ∈ valprefa)).
Definition 2.2.6 A conflict-free for audience a set of argument S is admissible
for an audience a if (∀x)(x ∈ S −→ acceptablea(s,S)).
Definition 2.2.7 A set of argument S in the VAF is a preferred extension for
audience a (preferreda) if it is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)
admissible for audience a of AR.
In order to determine the preferred extension with respect to a value order-
ing promoted by distinct audiences, [3] introduces the notion of objective and
subjective acceptance.
Definition 2.2.8 An argument x ∈ AR is subjectively acceptable if and only if
x appears in the preferred extension for some specific audiences but not all.
An argument x ∈ AR is objectively acceptable if and only if, x appears in
the preferred extension for every specific audience.
An argument which is neither objectively nor subjectively acceptable is said
to be indefensible.
6.3 An extended value-based argumentation framework
We extend the VAF in order to represent arguments with confidence degrees.
Two elements have been added to VAF: a set with confidence degrees and a func-
tion which maps from confidence degrees to arguments. The confidence value
represents the confidence that a specific agent has in some argument. We as-
sumed that the confidence degrees compose a second axis which is necessary to
represent a problem domain, such as the ontology mapping.
Definition 2.3.1 An Extended Value-based Argumentation Framework (E-VAF)
is a 7-tuple E-VAF = (AR, attacks,V,val,P,C,valC) where (AR,attacks,V,val,
P) is a value-based argumentation framework, C is a nonempty set of val-
ues representing the confidence degrees, valC is a function which maps from
elements of AR to elements of C. valC ⊆ C × C and valprefC(c1,c2) means
c1 is preferred to c2.
Definition 2.3.2 An argument A ∈ AF defeatsa (or successful attacks) an
argument B ∈ AF for audience a if and only if attacks(A,B) and (val-
prefC(valC(A),valC(B)) or (¬ valpref(val(B),val(A)) and ¬ valprefC(valC(B),
valC(A)))).
An attack succeeds if (a) the confidence degree of the attacking argument
is greater than the confidence degree of the argument being attacked; or if (b)
the argument being attacked does not have greater preference value than attack-
ing argument (or if both arguments relate to the same preference values) and
the confidence degree of the argument being attacked is not greater than the
attacking argument.
Definition 2.3.4 A set S of arguments is conflict-free for audience a if (∀A)(∀B)
((A ∈ S & B ∈ S) −→ (¬attacks(A, B) ∨ (¬valprefC(valC(A),valC(B)) and
(valpref(val(B), val(A)) ∨ valprefC(valC(B),valC(A))))).
7 E-VAF for Composite Ontology Mapping
In our model, dedicated agents encapsulate different mapping approaches which
represent different audiences in an E-VAF, i.e, the agents’ preferences are based
on specific approach used by the agent. In this paper we will consider three
argumentive audiences: lexical (L), semantic (S), and structural (E) (i.e. P =
{L, S, E}, where P ∈ E-AVF). We point out that our model is extensible to
others audiences.
First, we present the re-organization of the agents society and next we detail
the argumentation process.
7.1 Organization of the agents society
We use the Moise+ model to describe our novel argumentation model (Figure 6).
In this society, only the matcher role is identified, which is responsible for giv-
ing an output between two ontology mappings (i.e., encapsulate the mapping
algorithms). One matcher could assume the lexical, semantic or structural role.
Differently from our negotiation model, there is no role responsible for mediating
the argumentation process. The mediator role has been eliminated.
The possible relation between the agents is the communication, where the
agents playing a source role are allowed to communicate with agents playing
the destination role. This kind of relation is present through the communication
among the three matcher agents within an agent society.
7.2 Argumentation generation
First, the agents work in an independent manner, applying the mapping ap-
proaches and generating mapping sets. The mapping result will consist of a set
of all possible correspondences between terms of two ontologies. A mapping can
Fig. 6. Organizational model.
be described as a 3-tuple m = (t1,t2,R), where t1 corresponds to a term in the
ontology 1, t2 corresponds to a term in the ontology 2, and R is the mapping
relation resulting from the mapping for these two terms. The lexical and seman-
tic agents are able to return equivalence values to R, while the structural agents
returns sub-class or super-class values to R.
Each mapping m is represented as a argument. Now, we can define arguments
as follows:
Definition 4.1 An argument ∈ AF is a 4-tuple x = (m,a,c,h), where m is
a mapping; a ∈ P is the agent’s audience generating that argument; c ∈
C is the confidence degree associated to that mapping; h is one of {-,+}
depending on whether the argument is that m does or does not hold.
The confidence degree is defined by the agent when applying the specific
mapping approach. Here, we assumed C = {certainty, uncertainty}, where C ∈
E-VAF.
Table 5 shows the possible values to h and c, according to the agent’s audi-
ences. The agents generate theirs arguments based on rules from Table 5.
Table 5. h and c to audiences.
Audiences
h c Lexical Semantic
+ certainty 1 synonym
+ uncertainty 1 > r > t related
- certainty 0 < r <= t
- uncertainty 0 unknown
Lexical agent. The output of lexical agents (r) is a value from the interval [0,1],
where 1 indicates high similarity between two terms. This way, if the output is
1, the lexical agent generates an argument x = (m,L,certainty,+), where m =
(t1,t2,equivalence).
If the output is 0, the agent generates an argument x = (m,L,certainty,-),
where m = (t1,t2, equivalence). A threshold (t) is used to classify the output in
uncertain categories. The threshold value can be specified by the user.
Semantic agent. The semantic agents consider semantic relations between
terms, such as synonym, antonym, holonym, meronym, hyponym, and hyper-
nym (i.e., such as in WordNet database). When the terms being mapped are
synonymous, the agent generates an argument x = (m,S,certainty,+), where
m= (t1,t2, equivalence).
The terms related by holonym, meronym, hyponym, or hypernym are con-
sidered related and an argument x = (m,S, uncertainty,+) is generated, where
m =(t1,t2, equivalence); when the terms can not be related by the WordNet (the
terms are unknown for theWordNet database), an argument x = (m,L,uncertainty,-
), where m = (t1,t2,equivalence), is then generated.
Structural agent. The structural agents consider the super-classes (or sub-
classes) intuition to verify if the terms can be mapped. First, it is verified if the
super-classes are lexically similar. If not, the semantic similarity is used. If the
super-classes are lexically or semantically similar, the terms are equivalent to
each other. The argument will be generated according to the lexical or semantic
comparison.
For instance, if super-classes are not lexically similar, but the terms are con-
sidered synonymous, an argument x = (m,E,certainty,+), where m = (t1,t2,
super-class), is generated.
7.3 Preferred extension generation
After generating their set of arguments, the agents change with each other their
arguments. Following a well-defined protocol, an agent asks the others about
theirs arguments. The other agents then, send their arguments to the first agent.
An ack sign is then sent to requesting agents, in order to indicate that the
arguments have been correctly received. Otherwise, an error sign is sent. Figure 7
shows an AUML interaction diagram with the messages exchanged between the
agents during the argumentation process.
When all agents have received the set of argument of each other, they gener-
ate their attacks set. An attack (or counter-argument) will arise when we have
arguments for the mapping between the same terms, but with conflicting values
of h. For instance, an argument x = (m1,L,certainty,+) have as an attack an
argument y = (m2,E, certainty,-), where m1 and m2 have the same terms in the
ontologies. The argument y also represents an attack to the argument x.
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Fig. 7. AUML interaction diagram.
As an example, consider the mapping between the terms “Reference/ Disser-
tation” and “Citation/Thesis” and the lexical and structural agents. The lexical
agent generates an argument x = (m,L,uncertainty,-), where m = (disserta-
tion,thesis,equivalence); and the structural agent generates an argument y =
(m,E,certainty,+), where m = (dissertation,thesis, super-class). For both lexical
and structural audiences, the set of arguments is AR= {x,y} and the attacks =
{(x,y),(y,x)}. However, the relations of successful attacks will be defined accord-
ing to specific audience (see Definition 2.3.2 ), as it is commented below.
When the set of arguments and attacks have been produced, it is necessary for
the agents to consider which of them they should accept. To do this, the agents
compute their preferred extension, according to the audiences and confidence
degrees. A set of arguments is globally subjectively acceptable if each element
appears in the preferred extension for some agent. A set of arguments is globally
objectively acceptable if each element appears in the preferred extension for every
agent. The arguments which are neither objectively nor subjectively acceptable
are considered indefensible.
In the example above, considering the lexical(L) and structural(E) audiences,
where L Â E and E Â L, respectively. For the lexical audience, the argument
y successful attacks the argument x, while the argument x does not successful
attack the argument y for the structural audience. Then, the preferred extension
of both lexical and structural agents is composed by the argument y, which
can be seen as globally objectively acceptable. The mapping between the terms
“Reference/ Dissertation” and “Citation/Thesis”, indicated by y is correct.
8 Experiments using the E-VAF
Let us consider that three agents need to obtain a consensus about mappings
that link corresponding class names in two different ontologies.
First, we considered part of the ontology of Google and Yahoo web directo-
ries10, and the argumentation model output have been compared with manual
matches11 (expert mappings).
We considered lexical (L), semantic (S), and structural (E) audiences in or-
der to verify the behavior of our argumentation model. These agents were im-
plemented in Java, and the experiments ran on Pentium(R) 4, UCP 3.20GHz,
512MB. The argumentation model, however, was not fully implemented. In or-
der to have its practical evaluation, the output of the agents were used as input
for a manual simulation of the argumentation protocol.
The threshold used to classify the matcher agents output was 0.6. We have se-
lected three possible mappings between terms of the ontologies: “Music/History”
and “Architecture/History”, “Art/ArtHistory” and “ArtHumanity/ArtHistory”,
and “Art” and “ArtHumanity”. Table 6 shows arguments and attacks (counter-
arguments) generated for each audience. The mappings between these terms
10 http://dit.unitn.it/a˜ccord/Experimentaldesign.html (Test 3)
11 http://dit.unitn.it/ accord/Experimentaldesign.html
have been selected because they were identified as conflicting cases when using
our negotiation model.
Table 6. Arguments and attacks.
ID Argument Attacks
1 (history,history,equivalence,L,certainty,+) 3
2 (history,history,equivalence,S,certainty,+) 3
3 (history,history,super-class,E,certainty,-) 1,2
4 (art-history,art-history,equivalence,L,certainty,+) -
5 (art-history,art-history,equivalence,S,certainty,+) -
6 (art-history,art-history,super-class,E,certainty,+) -
7 (art,art-humanity,L,equivalence,uncertainty,-) 8,9
8 (art,art-humanity,S,equivalence,certainty,+) 7
9 (art,art-humanity,E,super-class,uncertainty,+) 7
For the mapping between the terms “Music/History” and “Architecture/
History”, each agent has as arguments AR = {1,2,3} and as relations of attack
attacks = {(3,1), (3,2), (1,3), (2,3)}. These sets are generated by each agent,
after receiving the arguments of the other agents. After, the arguments that
defeat each other are computed. For the lexical audience, where L Â S and L
Â E, there is no arguments that successful attack each other, because all agent
have certainty in the mappings. The same occurs for the semantic (S Â L and S
Â E) and structural (E Â L and E Â S) audiences.
Then, the preferred extensions of the agents are composed by the arguments
generated by the corresponding agent (i.e, the preferred extension of the lexical
agent is {1}; the preferred extension of the semantic agent is {2}; and the pre-
ferred extension of the structural agent is {3}). This way, there is no argument
globally objectively acceptable. We can consider that the mapping between the
terms is not possible, what is true according to the manual mapping.
Using our negotiation model, the final mapping between the “Music/History”
and “Architecture/ History” terms was incorrect. The semantic and lexical
agents returned mappings with certainty, while the structural agent returned
a not mapping with certainty. By majority, the mapping with certainty was
obtained. This conflict is then resolved by our argumentation model.
For the mapping between the terms “Art/ArtHistory” and “ArtHuman-
ity/ArtHistory”, each agent has as arguments AR = {4,5,6}, but there are not
relations of attack. Then, all agents accept the mapping with certainty between
these terms. This mapping is considered a correct mapping by the manual map-
ping.
Finally, for the mapping between the terms “Art” and “ArtHumanity”, each
agent has as arguments AR = {7,8,9} and as relations of attack attacks = {(8,7),
(9,7), (7,8), (7,9)}. For the lexical audience, the argument 8 successful attacks
the argument 7. Then, the preferred extension has the argument 8. For the
semantic audience, the argument 8 also successful attacks the argument 7, and
for audience structural, the arguments 8 and 9 successful attack theirs counter-
arguments. Then, the preferred extension of the structural agent is {8,9}. The
argument 8 is present in all preferred extension, then it is globally objectively
acceptable, confirming the mapping indicated by manual mapping.
We have used different agents’ output which use distinct mapping algorithms
in order to verify the behavior of our model. Our argumentation model has
identified correctly the three mappings defined by expert mappings, being two
mapping positives (h is +) and one negative (h is -).
Second, we compared the argumentation output with the results obtained
by a cooperative negotiation model. Table 7 shows the comparative results. Al-
though the negotiation model having obtained better precision than argumenta-
tion model, the F-measure of the argumentation model is better than negotiation
model. The negotiation model identified 7 true positive mappings and it did not
classify correctly 4 true positive mappings. The argumentation model identified
8 true positive, returning 1 false positive mapping not identifying 3 true positives
mappings.
Table 7. Argumentation vs. negotiation.
Argumentation Negotiation
Ontology P R F P R F
Company profiles (160) 0.88 0.72 0.79 1 0.63 0.77
Third, we compared our argumentation model with Cupid, COMA, and S-
Match systems. We consider the class and the attribute names of the ontologies
in the comparison. Table 8 shows the results. Our argumentation model had
better F-measures than all others systems.
Table 8. Comparative mapping results – argumentation model.
Arg Cupid COMA S-Match
Ontology P R F P R F P R F P R F
Company profiles (160) 0.88 0.72 0.79 0.50 0.60 0.54 0.80 0.70 0.74 1.0 0.65 0.78
9 Related Work
In the field of ontology negotiation we find distinct proposals. [35] presents an
ontology to serve as the basis for agent negotiation, the ontology itself is not the
object being negotiated. A similar approach is proposed by [6], where ontologies
are integrated to support the communication among heterogeneous agents.
[1] presents an ontology negotiation model which aims to arrive at a com-
mon ontology which the agents can use in their particular interaction. We, on
the other hand, are concerned with delivering mapping pairs found by a group of
agents using the argumentation formalism. The links between related concepts
are the result of the preferred mappings of each agent, instead of an integrated
ontology upon which the agents will be able to communicate for a specific pur-
pose. We do not consider negotiation steps such as the ones presented in [1],
namely clarification and explanation. But we consider different mapping methods
represented by different audiences selecting by argumentation the best solution
for the mapping problem.
[32] describes an approach for ontology mapping negotiation, where the map-
ping is composed by a set of semantic bridges and their inter-relations, as pro-
posed in [24]. The agents are able to achieve a consensus about the mapping
through the evaluation of a confidence value that is obtained by utility func-
tions. According to the confidence value the mapping rule is accepted, rejected
or negotiated. Differently from [32], we do not use utility functions. Our model
is based on cooperation and argumentation, where the agents change their argu-
ments and by argumentation they select the preferred mapping. The arguments
in each preferred set are considered globally acceptable.
[21] proposes to use an argument framework to deal with arguments that
support or oppose candidate correspondences between ontologies. The mapping
candidates are provided by a single service. The accepted mappings resulting
from argumentation are used to agent communication. Differently from [21], the
mappings are obtained by different agents specialized on different mapping al-
gorithms and not only in a single service. In [21], the mappings are assumed to
be correct, and we are interested in how to obtain mapping sets by combining
different approaches for ontology mapping. Moreover, in [21] it is assumed that
arguments being negotiated have the same confidence. We are proposing to as-
sociate to each argument a confidence degree. This way, in order to compute the
preferred mapping, the audiences and confidence degrees must be considered.
Semantic heterogeneity is an important problem for data bases and more
recently it has been raised as one of the key problems to be solved for the devel-
opment of the semantic web. We can find in the literature different approaches
to the problem. The work presented in [29] provides an encoding of the exten-
sible knowledge on commonly found semantic conflicts, providing an automatic
way of comparing and manipulating contextual knowledge of different informa-
tion sources, which is used for semantic transformation across heterogeneous
databases. In [33], the MAFRA Toolkit is presented, the tool helps a domain
expert to work on ontology mapping tasks. Whereas these previous approaches
are concerned with the specification of semantic conflicts that arise between dif-
ferent sources, ours is concerned with the particular problem of identifying pairs
of corresponding terms in different ontologies. In the future we will see these
various approaches in an integrated way.
10 Final Remarks
This paper presented the use of cooperative agents for composite ontology map-
ping. We first presented an extended classification on automated ontology match-
ing and proposed an automatic composite solution for the matching problem
based on cooperative approach. Our agents encapsulate different mapping ap-
proaches (lexical, semantic and structural) and a consensual result from coop-
erative negotiation of these agents. This model is fully implemented. We com-
pared our results with expert mappings, for four ontologies in different domains.
The negotiation result was better than lexical and structural agents and it re-
turned better F-measure value than the semantic agent. When comparing our
model with other state of the art matching systems, our model obtained bet-
ter F-measure than Cupid and COMA and similar results if compared with the
S-Match system.
Next, we proposed an extension of our negotiation model, which is based
on argumentation formalism. With this we were able to give a formal presenta-
tion of our composite mapping approach. Our proposal extends the Value-based
Argumentation Framework, in order to represent arguments with confidence de-
grees. We assumed that the confidence degrees compose a second axis which is
necessary to represent a problem domain, such as the ontology mapping. We
initially evaluated the argumentation model considering the mapping identified
as conflicting cases when using the negotiation model. This model has obtained
satisfactory results for the conflicting cases. We also compared the argumenta-
tion model with the Cupid, COMA, and S-Match. Our model obtained better
F-measure values than these systems. The contribution of the argumentation
model, which is the only one that is not implemented resides in the formal pre-
sentation of the problem, which was given with its practical evaluation.
As future work we plan to improve the semantic and structural approaches.
We also intend to develop further tests considering also agents using constraint-
based approaches; and use the ontology’s ap- plication context in our matching
approach. Another goal is to evaluate our proposal against systems based on
machine learning techniques, such as the system proposed by [8]. Finally, we
plan to use the mapping result as input to an ontology merging process in the
question answering domain.
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